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About This Game

Castle: Jigsaw Puzzles. It‘s a clever and colorful learning experience. Puzzles are a challenging young minds, teaching and
preparing them early in life some very important life skills.

Colorful and bright Castle jigsaw puzzles will strike your imagination. Do puzzle in a new way! Advanced puzzle layout and
involving game play will help you to relax after a hard-working day. Castle: Jigsaw Puzzles is designed for adults and for kids.

----IMPORTANT----

To play all puzzles choose ---> Library in Steam ---> click Play and choose the puzzle
you want to play.

FEATURES:

- Perfect for all ages
- Teaches cognitive skills, fine motor skills, patience and ability to focus

- Option of quantity from 48 to 104 jigsaw pieces
- Castle puzzling atmosphere.
- Traditional puzzle gameplay.

- Simple controls make it easy to solve picture!
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very good. Please add more puzzles. Can you save them as wall paper or screen saver ?. While I enjoy the puzzles and love
castles in general, the developer actually NEEDS you to use File Explorer to access puzzles 2 - 15. The game will only load the
1st puzzle over and over unless you double click the files from the steam aps \/ common folder. I realize it's a dirt cheap game
but COME ON.. nice games.... it just... it will more entertaining and cool if there are achievements for every type of jigsaw

so far.. i do enjoy this :P
. This is a great jigsaw puzzle game and if you have any problems just let them know and they are glad to help. Fun, relaxing
game. To get to other puzzles simply right click the game title in your library and select the puzzle you would like to play as the
game only loads one puzzle at a time.
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